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Slovenia's inriependence and the creation of a new state encouraged a
renewed forrnation, reinforcement and expression of national identity.
Encounters with globalization, conslrner society and transnationalization
have also conlributed to this process, whiclu arnong other things, emphasizes
regional and local community. In Slovenia these changes have led to a
revaluation of old and formation of new identification signs - symbols
which enable the self-expression and affiliation either to individuals or to
local communities. The author analyses the issues of national and regional
identity symbols by manipulating collective memory and heritage. The
paper shows how architectural heritage has become an important
identification sign for regional identity in the Karst region of Slovenia. It
is based on author's field research.
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During the 1990s Slovenia was faced with a number of sociopolitical changes
which drastically changed its citizens' *uy of life: independence and the
emergence of a new national state; the problems associated with economic
transition; preparations, for membership in the EU and eventual entry; the
gradual encounter with the consumer culture of the West; and last but not least,
dealing with the procerises of globalization. The consequences of these rapid
changes can still be felt today in the economy, politics, and culture. Independence
and the creation of a new nation brought with it a need to reinforce and
express national identity, and, within this,local identities, both in Slovenia and
abroad. Particularly in times of crisis, a crucial role in the construction of group
identity, including in itr; national, regional, and local manifestations, is played
by the interpretation of ihe past and collective memory. The key defining features
of any social identity are historical continuity, which is passed from generation
to generation, and recognition of difference (diversity), which is in a constant
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Process of definition through interactions with others. Regarding continuity,
nationalism theorist Anthony Smith emphasizes how important it is for each
successive generation to have a feeling of continuation,, of continuity, for shared
recollections of past events and for the representation of a common fate which
is maintained by each generation (smith1991.:25). In any community, whether
national, regional, or local, there co-exist a number of interpretati,ons of the
past, all of them equal until one is appointed by authoritty discourse and becomes
the only legitimate truth about the past, or, in other words, becomes the official
history. In many places it has happened, especially after revolutionary
transformations, that certain interpretations of past events, or the valuing of
certain creations by one's predecessors/ no longer suit the new politi.ul o,
ideological social context (Jezernik 2004:8). This has aft;o happened in Slovenia.
Interpreting the past, or rather manipulating collective -e*ory, is an integral
part of the discourse of creating a state, since the function of memorv, as oavia
Lowenthal has put it, is not to preserve the past but to use it to enibellish and
manipulate the present (Lowenthal 1985: 210). The past is to be legalized and
used to elevate the present, and allow us, in a modern and unprediclable world
plagued by problems of global scale, to inhabit the safe ind the familiar.
However, modern views have more often than not robbed this interpretation
of its symbolic value. We respect it only because of its historic charm; we are
not capable of accepting the messages mediated by our predecessors (Lowenthal
1985:17). To the extent that materials for the construction of a common identity
are lacking, it sometimes happens that traditions are invented, as Eric Hobsbawm
explains, whose continuity with the past is mostly superficiai, since they are in
fact responses to new situations, and which take shaLpe by appealing to otd
situations or establish their own past through quasi-obligatory repetition
(Hobsbawm 1993:2).

This article explores the expression of regional identity in the Karst region
of slovenia since that nation's independence in 199'.L. By -eurls of specific
examples from my field researchl, I first explain the construction and the rise
of Slovenian national identity under the changing p,olitical, economical and
cultural circumstances over the past sixty years. In ad<lition, I outline how the

- 
I I have been_doing research in the Karst region since 2003, whr:n I started my ph. D. studies.

Based on the modem theory of identity, the doctoral research focuses mainlv on an analvsis of
the changing attitudes o{ the local people of the Karst region towards their heriiage, as experienced
under different social and politicalsystems. My intention is to present the impoitance o? heritage
in the reconstruction of local and, therefore, also national identity. In addition, I hope to u*u-ii"
the importance of preserving local and national identity in the process of transnational countries
in modem global society and suggest ways of raising awu.eness among local people of the
importance of discovering their heritage so as to be able to preserver and build on ifin ihe future.
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elements and knowledlge of our predecessors, which today contribute to the
construction of our collective memory and heritage have become symbols for
interpreting regional idlentity. The examples are based on architectural heritage
in a local community irn the Karst region. I also try to explain how the attitude
toward heritage has chianged as experienced under different social and political
systems. In conclusion I outline the reasons why people in some local
communities recognize the importance of their heritage as a value and in other
cases unappreciated tlrLeir collective memories.

The Rise of the Slovenian National Identity: the Historical
Background, Independency and Globalization Processes

The beginnings of tthe shaping of Slovene national identity could be said to
date from the end of th.e 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries. This was
when efforts began within the Austro-Hungarian Empire for greater national
cohesion, shared culture, and,later, political independence. Throughout history
Slovene national identity was repeatedly buffeted by minor and major crises
(e.g., the period of fascism, the Second World War, and so on), which demanded
greater mobilization, homogeneity and self-confidence from its proponents.
The feeling that national identity was threatened, which was expressed in
political, economic, anLd cultural problems, was also on display during the
Yugoslavia period, and in the mid-1980s this resulted in an increasing emphasis
on "Sloveneness." YuLgoslavia's centralized policy, based on a class and
internationalist reduct.ion of the diverse nations within its borders, was to
suppress national identities and construct a common Yugoslav culture based
on the slogan "brotherhood and equality." Slovene intellectuals (predominantly
writers) were the first t,o resist this notion. They were joined later by politicians,
who became intensively involved in the formation of an independent Republic
of Slovenia organized along democratic lines. Because identity, especially in
periods of crisis, is grounded in and reconstructed on collective memory, Slovene
national identity at the end of the 1980s, and even more in the 1990s, began to
be defined and established on the basis of a renewed appreciation for rural
qualities. In the past, most Slovenes numbered among the folk, peasant
population, while edur:ated intellectuals were always a minority. But despite
the efforts of Slovenes in the 20th century to transcend their peasant origins,
since farmers were i:nvariably exploited, subordinated, and humiliated,
consciousness of the r:ural life remained a powerful factor and identifying
characteristic for the definition of Sloveneness (Kudan 1998: 62).In addition,
with Slovenia's politica.l independence, Slovene national identity tried to assert
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itself based on a contrast with life in the Socialist Federated Republic of
Yugoslavia, emphasizing the history of the way of life from before the Second
World War, when farming was the main economic activity for most Slovenes.

Here it should not be overlooked that a renewed appreciation for the rural
life and environment, and for the natural and cultural properties of village life,
is a consequence not only of the sociopolitical changes connected with Slovenia,s
independence, but also of the encounter with postmodr:rnist consumer society,
which, due to globalization processes and the developrment of technolo gy, has
come to value the unspoiled rural landscape and the preservation of the natural
and cultural features left to us by our predecessors. Ho'nrever, in contrast to the
period when Slovenia was becoming independent, in which there was an
exaggerated emphasis on Slovene national identity and Slovene typicality (even
though this was based largely on myths), the encounter with consumer iocietv,
globalization and also the new transnational quality of Europe has led to an
appreciation of regional/Iocal identities and the constmction of such identities.

ThyZ As contemPorary theorists of global processes aLnd postmodern society
(Rizman 2001.; Erjavec 1996; Beck 2003; Jameson 2001) point out, two
contradictory Processes characterize modern consu.mer society: the first
represents the expansion of the market and increasingJly greater globalization,
while the second, which is dependent on the first, creates an existential feeling
of loss of personal identity, a feeling of alienation and loss of human
individuality, caused by a capitalism directed towards the production of goods
(Erjavec 1996: 8). Because the individual in a developred information society
feels "naked and barefoot," they begin to look more to smaller local communities
as a source of support, and less to states or large transnational corporations,
and they are always redefining and constructing themselves in interaction with
others ("foreigners"). Theorists stress that the state as a political community in
transnational movements and global processes is, on the surface at least, losing
meaning, and hence the feeling of belonging to a national community is
gradually eroding and being replaced with a stronger feeling of affiliation with
a local/regional, ethnic or religious community. However, we are still far away
from being able to say that local, regional or perhaps transnational (for example
European) identity is supplanting national identity, since the latter alwiys
reflects greater social responsiveness and capability (with the help of state
institutions) in homogenizing, actualizing, and mobiliz;ing subjects. However,
as globalization theorist Ulrich Beck explains, the discovery of local
characteristics does not mean simply a "renaissance of the local,,, since the
frame of reference in which the meaning of the local is r:xpressed has changed.
Local characteristics are placed in a global framework through translocal
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exchange/ dialogue and conflict, and it is in this global context that they are
also renewed, often corrflictingly (Beck 2003:71-72).

There has been incrreased interest in Slovenia in researching the heritage
and preserving and restoring articles created by earlier generations, as evidenced
in, among other things, a widespread network of new private museums
(thematic museums, village museums, regional museums and so on), projects
by primary school chilclren, and development projects administered by local
municipalities and villaLge communities (often with financing contributed by
the European Union), whose programs include researching the past and
incorporating local heritage into modern life. All this has served to calm the
initial fears of many whLich arose during the preparations for EU membership:
to wit, that contact with a number of economically more powerful countries
would erode national and local identity. It has gradually become clear that
transnational associations and globalization itself do not mean supraterritoriality,
universalization, wester:nization and Llberalization, but rather that contacts with
"foreigners" contribute to an increased awareness of one's own national and
local identity (Rizman 2001: 43) and thus to the rise of localism or rather local
characteristics (language, architecture, cuisine, religious practices, and so on).
The European Union, ttrough a wide range of development projects aimed at
the regional integration of neighboring states, has recognized, encouraged, and
made possible cultural diversity.

Global processes, especially the spread of capitalist consumer society, have
stimulated research and preservation of unique cultural traits not only for the
identification of nationt; and local character, but also for the exploitation of
heritage as a commodity, where culture is subordinated to the logic of capital
and the market typical of postmodern society (Jameson 2001: 25, 26). We are
thus witnessing the development of what could be called a heritage industry.
Heritage is being used primarily in the tourism industry (for promotional
brochures, thematically connected points along a route, tourist and cultural
festivals, souvenirs) ancl, increasingly, in architectural design. It is typical of
postmodern architecture for traditional architectural creations and styles to be
used as a guide in the planning and design of new buildings or the renovation
of existing structures arrd sites. The field of architecture provides some of the
most illustrative examples of the influence of sociopolitical changes. Architecture
also plays a prominent and meaningful role in the definition of regional/local
identity in the modem gJlobal world. Thus the remainder of this article is devoted
to providing evidence for this thesis using the example of the Karst, which
represents its own geog.raphic, climatic, and cultural region among the diverse
and variegated landscapes of Slovenia.
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The Karst Region and its Architectural Heritage between the past
and the Present

The Karst is a limestone plateau region of southwestern Slovenia extending
into northeastern Italy. It is located in the hinterlanLd of the Bay of Trieste,
where the Adriatic Sea curves into the land. Most of thLe Karst region is situated
in Slovenia on an area of 429 square kilometers, and tns a population of about
19,000 people. It is famous for its natural karst features, especially the
underground world of numerous caves, dolines, sinkholes, poljes, uvalas (poljes
with tilted bottoms), blind valleys above swallow hohs of streams, drv vatlevs
and various other karst phenomena. Abounding with all these characterisiic
karst features, Slovenia's karst region is the cradle of the world's scientific
study of karst phenomena.

The stony landscape, the mixfure of Mediterranean and continental climates,
the powerful northeast bora wind (burja), which blo,ws down from the karst
Plltgaus to the Bay of Trieste and scarcity of fertile soil caused the specific way
of life for the Karst people. The identity of Karst villages used to be defined by
the unique architectural structure of the village and its houses, shaped in
harmony with the natural environment and the economic activities of the local
population, who made a living primarily from various agricultural activities
(livestock husbandry, crop-farming, wine-growing). The firsi Karst villages were
built on unfertile areas. They were crowded and tigtLtly packed with narrow
roads. Houses were built facing south, with their closed-off backs to the northern
(windy) side. The residential and agricultural parts of the stone buildings were
arranged within a courtyard enclosed by high stone walls. Entrance to the
house was through a portal consisting of a "kaluna" (an.- arch made of stone)
and a "portun" (wooden doors). Artistically carved kalunas represented the
owner's identity and defined his status and reputation. fhe kalunas were always
characterized by the carved name of the owner, religic,us symbols and flowers.
The principal activities of the farm were carried out in ihe courtyard. Farm
buildings and living quarters were built around the courtyard. bue to the
specific climatic conditions and the shortage of interior space, Karst houses
were typically built with small windows, small rooms, and exterior staircases
t9 the upper story. Every courtyard of any size had its own well to supply
drinking water to the residents (Figure 1).

Major changes in valuing the traditional architectural heritage occurred
after the Second world War. The implementation of new 

".orro-i. policies,
which privileged the development of industry at the expense of agriculture,
and new modernist architectural styles completely clevalued the tiaditional
Karst architecture. The old Karst house, which usecl to be associated with
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Figure 1. Typical Karst homestead
belonging to the Grmek family in the

aillage of Kobjeglaoa, as photographed in
the year 1940 (From the archiaes of the

Grmek family, Kobj eglaoa)
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agriculture, was no longer functional.
Livelihoods were earned not from
farming but from industry, and this
led to the abandonment of cultivation
of the land and changes in the
functions of houses. Two conrtra-
dictory processes began to take shape:
on the one hand, the abandonnnent
of agriculture, and on the other hand
the growth of building activity.
Moreover, under the new political
ideology of socialism, the preser-
vation of traditional peasant culture
came to symbolize poverty and
backwardness. The new socialist
ideology, as part of the construction
of a new Yugoslav identity in the
spirit of "brotherhood," suppressed
the expression of unique identifying
characteristics in local architecture.

This, along with the de'velopment of the construction industry and the rise of
a different lifestyle, led to the neglect and destruction of typical Karst architecture
and the introduction of new architectural forms and town planning which
were completely out of place in the rural environment. This "negative attitude"
towards the identifyirrg features of Karst architecture was seen in the
abandonment and destr,nction of old houses and the construction of new, larger
ones using modern materials and designs that clashed with the Karst architecture
from before the Second World War. At the same time, construction standards
were more supportive of investments in new construction than in the
maintenance and renovation of existing buildings. There was also the
widespread conviction that only eccentrics and collectors of antiques would
concern themselves with the renovation of old farmhouses, apart from various
societies for the preservation of cultural heritage, which were specifically
established to protect existing buildings with cultural value. The renovation
process was also regarderd as extremely expensive, challenging, and complicated,
a project which most people found too daunting to want to take on. The
increasing reliance on nnotorized vehicles (cars, tractors, trucks) and the rreed
to accommodate such traffic led to the demolition of some traditional
architectural features of homesteads (wooden doors, exterior walls, religious
shrines) and their replacement by new elements such as iron gates and small
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Figure 2. The entrances to the puiier
and Kenk homesteads in the oillage of

Kobjegala, built before WW 2. The
picture was taken in the Vear L940.
(Grmek famit y archiaes, Kobjeglaail.

Jasna Fakin Bajec

outbuildings, which completely
changed the appearance of village
streets and squares (Figure 2). As the
financial situations of residents
improved in the 1960s and L9Z0s, the
building policy of the time permitted
the construction of new houses, more
often than not on prime farmland,
outside the former boundaries of
nucleated villages. New construction
was undertaken in a sprawling and
haphazard manner, completely
changing the formerly tightly
clustered strucfure of the settlement.
Moreover, the new policy dictated, in
keeping witlh modern architectural
trends, a new type of residential
dwelling: the so-called "box house,,
reminiscent of suburbs. These new
houses were built in the middle of a
surrounding open area and this in tum
changed the former compact
appearance of villages (Lah 1994: 16, ln.

Older houses were left to decay over time or were converted to non-residential
agricultural uses. These new building patterns have altered the traditional
character of villages and are causing the Karst landscape to gradually lose its
unique and recognizable features.

Initial steps towards a renewed valuation of the traditional characteristics
of the architectural heritage were taken in the 1980s. During this time, experts
became aware that the destruction of old buildings meant the loss of cultural,
historical, aesthetic and other values which contribute to identity. This problem
was also taken up by intemationar organizations such as uNESCo and the
Council of Europe. However, the most significant changes in architecture in
practice, by proprietors of architectural heritage, were made in the 1990s. This
was due partly to new policies based on a renewed appreciation of Slovene
national identity and local character. In the spirit of building a strong Slovene
national community and reinforcing existing traditions as an integril part of
national and local identity, and influenced by European policy, old Karst homes
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renovated in the pre-war tradition, in harmony with the natural landscape,
were once again value<l and appreciated. Although the local inhabitants of the
Karst do not like to admit it, the first people to build and restore houses in the
traditional pre-war architectural style were outsiders who bought up properties
in Karst villages for use as second homes. Only later did local residents follow
their example. Outsiders have imparted to the local people a new consciousness
based on protecting, valuin9, and renovating architectural elements from the
past. In the beginning, the outsiders were derided by the locals, but later they
rcalized that the presenration of traditional architectural features of Karst homes
represents a significant value in defining local identity and appreciating the
local environment. But here it should be noted that these outsiders looked on
the typical characteristics of Karst architecture as an aesthetic value; the purchase
of a house in the Karst and the opportunity to spend weekends and holidays
in an old renovated hc,use in the country, away from the city, where perhaps
they spent their childhood, represented for these owners a nostalgic reminder
of the past, and a longing for "the good old days." In contrast, for the locals this
architectural style, dating from before the Second World War, was considered
nonfunctional with resl>ect to a modern way of life (small windows and rooms,
exterior access to the upper story, etc.). For this reason they continued to prefer
new constructiory but adorned these new houses, as well as ones built in the
1970s and 1980s, with traditional Karst architectural features, such as portals
consisting of a stone archway (kaluna) and solid wood gates (portun), weIls,
high stone walls enclosing the courtyard, stone consoles supporting balconies,
etc. These elements no longer reflect the function of shielding the residential
and agriculturai structures from the elements that they had in the past, but are
used mainly for aesth,etic purposes and as identifying characteristics which
convey an imaginary feeling of belonging to a specific local community - that
of the Karst region. The inhabitants of the Karst express their local affiliation
and group identity through the visual appearance of the houses they live in
(Figure 3).

Thus these architectural elements can be regarded as symbols of identity
which, as social anthropologist Anthony Cohen has defined them, consist of
various elements and ideas that are shared by people in the same community
but whose interpretation and meaning varies from one individual to another.
Each meaning that a nnember of a community ascribes to a given symbol is
linked to the experience of that individual. Through the expression of other
meanings the form of the symbol is usually preserved and shared, while the
meaning is transformed (Cohen 1985:20,21). In the case of architecture, in the
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Figure 3' Recently clnstructed house with old, traditional entrances to courtqard, built after
Slottenia's independence. The house is located in the Karst aillape called itcrbina. Goto:

lasna Fakin Bajec, September 2004)

past certain architectural features of Karst houses (for example, the portal
entrance to and high walls surrounding the courtyard) expressed a certain
function - for example, shielding the house from harsh climatic and geographical
conilitions (the burja and very hot summers) as well as protecting personal
property/ particularly water). And local residents of th,e Karst also interpreted
these things in light of their primary function. Today, dlue to new architectural
trends, modern technoiogy, and architectural development they no longer
perform this function but nevertheless represent an aesthetic element, and an
identifying symbol of the Karst, in new construction. Usiually, the form of these
synrbols (such as the sl-rape of the portal w-ith its "kaltrrta" stole arch ancf
"portr\n" wooden gates leading into the courtyard) has been preserved among
the members of a community, but it does not have a conlmon, unified meaning.
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Conclusion

Thus, due to changing sociopolitical conditions and, resultantly, a different
valuing and interpretation of the heritage, as well as due to the encounter with
European and global social movements (globalization and postmodern society),
in Slovenia there has been a resurgence of interest in and representation of
regional identity. In the case presented here I would not say that globalization
and transnational integration have caused the merging together local Karst
culture with mass culture, but rather the opposite. I agree with Ulrich Beck that
the discovery of the collective memory does not mean simply a "renaissance of
the local" and that we cannot avoid absorbing some things from a global
environment, but the ideas of selection is decided at the local level. Moreover,
the EU, by providing financing for development projects, encourages local
authorities and smalier communities to appreciate their collective memory and
represent their heritage. The collective memory and heritage are critically
important for the preservation, reconstruction and foundation of regional/local
identity, but its interpr,etation depends on the individuai and, especially, on
political discourse. ThuLs it is important for experts who research collective
memory and heritage to be as objective as possible in their work, to be authentic
and to alert people to the possibility of manipulation. For this reason, research
on the role of heritage in local communities is welcome and legitimate. In the
course of my research I realized that heritage has a key role in defining and
creating a community's identity. I also recognized that the heritage established
by a given community and passed from one generation to another is not only
of historical, but also developmental, significance, as a basis for formulating a
vision and a strategy for the development of tourism and in renovating houses.
In my research I also focused on the relationship between heritage and the
prevailing political ideology and found out that in the Karst region as well as
throughout slovenia, erttitudes towards heritage have changed under the
influence of different social and political systems. During the period of socialist
Yugoslavia, the preservation of traditional peasant culture came to symbolize
backwardness, poverty and a hard life for local rural communities. Karst rural
architectural heritage features represented undeveloped, poverty and rural
deprivation of that. Afller slovenia's independence, people sought out their
cultural roots and renewed their appreciation for traditional elements from the
period before the Second World War. This has been reflected in and reinforced
by the collection, orgarrization, and display of documents, photographs and
artefacts, the resurgence of old customs and habits, the construction and
renovation of houses in keeping with local tradition, and so on. In my
investigations I have often wondered why, despite the large number of
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development projects, media discussion, and educational programs, the level
of interest among the population varies so widely: in some village communities
the local inhabitants are actively engaged in researching, preserving, antd.
incorporating heritage into their modern way of life, while in others people
(with a few rare exceptions) remain passive and uninterested. Drawing on
Cohen's interpretation, that for the understanding of a given community one
must always proceed from human experience of what a community means to
its members, I can give a tentative answer: the memb,ers of these communities
are not historically tied to their local communities and heritage does not
represent something connecting them to the previous generation - since they
are immigrants - or, rather, they do not share a comnnon historical experience
with the members of the community. Nevertheless these members feel a sense
of belonging to a community and have a common identity, since it is only in
this way that "other" members of the group can accept them into their
community, which is a basic condition for the expression of one,s own self,
which defines one's personality and understanding of oneself as a unique
individual
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Architekturos paveldas: svarbus slov6nijos Karsto rajono tapatybes
elementas

lasna Fakin Baiec

S antrauka

Siame straipsnyje nagrinejama regionines tapatybes rai5ka Slovenijos Karsto
rajone nuo nepriklauso.mybes paskelbimo 1991. m. Remdamasi lauko tyrimq
konkrediais pavyzdZiais, autore pirmiausia paai5kina, kaip besikeidiandiomis
politinemis, ekonominemis ir kulturinemis s4lygomis per pastaruosius Sedias-
de5imt metq buvo konstruojama ir stiprinama slovenq tautine tapatybe. Be to,
autore glaustai apibtrdirra, kaip pirmtakq darbai ir Zinios, Siandien prisidedan-
dios prie kolektyvines allminties ir paveldo konstravimo, virto regionines tapa-
tybes interpretavimo simboliais. PavyzdLit4autore semiasi i5 Karsto rajono vie-
tines bendruomenes architekttrros paveldo. Ji siekia paai5kinti, kaip keitesi
poZitrris i paveldq veikiant skirtingoms socialinems ir politinems sistemoms.
Pagaliau autore ivardija piey',astis, kodel tam tikrq vietiniq bendruomeniq Zmo-
nes pripaZista paveld4 esant vertybe, o kai kurios bendruomenes keidia kolek-
tyvines atmintis.

Slovenijos naujos politines nacijos suktrrimas skatino stiprinti ir atnaujinti
tautines, vadinasi, ir regionines/vietines tapatybes raiSkE. Socialines tapatybes
apskritai pagrindiniai apibrdLiantieji bruol,ai - tai i5 kartos { kart4 perduoda-
mas istorinis tqstinumas ir skirtumq (ivairoves) pripaZinimas, o tai i5 esmes yra
nepaliaujamai per sEveik4 su kitais vykstantis savgs apIbr62imas. Kiekvienai
kartai svarbu 5i tgstinurn4 jausti, iSlaikyti kolektyvinq atmintl ir tureti bendro
likimo raiSk4.

Tapatybq, ypad kritiniais laikotarpiais, palaiko ir rekonstruoja kolektyvines
atminties interpretacija. Kolektryine atminti tik i5 dalies lemia individas, ji
daugiausia priklauso nuo politines valdZios. Politikai turi galios raiyti oficiali4-
j4 istorija ir konstruoti ja i5 naujq valstybiniq simboliq.
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Daugelyje vietq nutiko taip, kad tam tikri praeilties ivykiq ai$kinimai ar
pirmtakq tam tikrq kuriniq vertinimai jau neatitinka naujo politinio ar ideolo-
ginio socialinio konteksto. Sitaip po nepriklausomybes puik"tbi-o ivyko ir
Slovenijoje. Jugoslavijos politine ideologija, palyginti su nepriklausomos 

-Slon"-

nijos velesniosiomis politinemis ideologijomis, vertino kitokius nacionalinio
tapatumo valstybinius simbolius. Paskelbus nepriklausomybg, slovenq tautinis
tapatumas stengesi lsitvirtinti i5naudodamas kaip kontrast4 buvusi gyvenim4
Jugoslavijos Socialistineje Federacineje Respublikoje, id naujo pabrei,iimas gy-
venimo, prasidejusio pried Antr4ji pasaulini kar4, istorij4.

Anksdiau slovenai daugiausia buvo valstiediai ir vertesi i5 esmes trkininka-
vimu. Nors antrojoje XX a. puseje buvo stengiamasi iveikti vaistietiSk4j4 kilmq
pasitelkus socialistines ekonomikos politik4, kuri daugiausia sieke stiprinti pra-
mon9 Zemes ukio s4skaita, kaimiSkasis gyvenimas i5liko galingas sloveniiku-
mo veiksnys ir tapatumo bruoZas. Vis delto nereiketq iSleisti i5 akiq to, kad ii
naujo kilgs gerejimasis kaimo gyvenimu ir kaimi5ka aplinka - tai ne vien su
Slovenijos nepriklausomybe susijusiq socialiniq politi:niq pokydiq, bet ir susi-
durimo su postmodernistine vartotojq visuomene paLdarinys.

Siandien globalejimo padarinius juntanti postmodernioji visuomene palan-
kiai vertina nesugadint4 kaimiSk4 kraStovaizdi ir i5 musr4 pirmtakq pu,rlld"tq
gamtiniq bei kulturiniq bruoZq saugojim4, ji taip pat palankiai vertini regioni-
nes/vietines tapatybes ir jq konstravim4. Kadangi Zmogus i5pletotoje gloLato-
je visuomeneje jaudiasi nesaugus ir pasimetqs, jis ima dairytis maZesniq loka-
liniq/regioniniq bendruomeniq kaip paramos Saltinio ir stengiasi rinktis
tapatumo Zenklus i5 vietines istorijos. Slovenijos Karsto rajono atvejis pateikia-
mas kaip atgijusio domejimosi vietiniais bnrciais ir vietine istorija pivyzdys,
kai vietiniai Zmones ideda daug pastangq stengdamiesi gaivinti sietci gOretis
tradiciniais kulffiros elementais, ypai architekturos bruoZais.

PrieS Antr4ji pasaulinl kar4 Karsto kulturinio kraitovaizdZio tapatum 4 api-
btdidavo kaimq ir sodybq ypatinga architektura, kurios raida atitiko gamtines
aplinkos bei vietos gyventoje ekonomines veiklos s4lygas. po Antrojo pasauli-
nio karo Karsto rajono namq ir kaimq architekturos elementq tipines charak-
teristikos eme nykti. Nykim4 palaike pramonei pirmenybg teikusi naujoji eko-
nomine politika, taip pat modernusis projektavimas, skatings laikytis naujesnio,
miestietiSko statybos stiliaus. Naujieji namai, vadinamosios ,,deZutes", papras-
tai biidavo statomi uZ tradiciniq kaimo ribu,, daLnai buvusiq [kininkq Zemese.
Nuvertinus senqjq namq tradicing architekttr4, j4 vis dainiau keisdavo labiau
priemiesdiui btrdingi architekttros bruoZai.

De5imtajame XX a. deSimtmetyje slovenijai tapus nepriklausoma, ii naujo
susiZaveta tradiciniais kulmriniais elementais. Architektnlros plotmeje ii nuostata
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atsispindejo restauruojarnt senojo pobudZio gyvenamuosius namus, i5laikant
tradicinius Karsto rajonui bUdingus statybos bruoLus, taip pat naujus statinius
papildant tradiciniais architekturos elementais. Susiprasti, kad senosios archi-
tekhfros elementus reikia saugoti, vertinti ir abraujinti, vietiniams Zmonems
padejo paSaliediai. Tadiau reiketq paLymdti, kad mineti architekt[ros elementai
jau neatspindi senqjq funkcijq. Naudojami daugiausia del groLio, jie tera tapa-
tybg suteikiandios charakteristikos, iSreiSkiandios isivaizduojam4 jausm4, kad
Zmogus priklauso konkrediai vietinei bendruomenei. Emus vel Sitaip palankiai
vertinti kulturos paveld4, architektnros paveldas tapo svarbiu tapatybes ele-
mentu. Juo remdamiesi, Karsto rajono gyventojai gali apibreLti,kas jie yra. O
tai savo rutoLtu yra svarbiausias dalykas siekiant apibrditinacionalinl savitum4
integruotoje Europos S4jungoje.
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